Read each sentence and determine the meaning of the word using cross sentence clues. Explain what clues helped you work out the meaning of the word.

**Expansion** of the outer fence meant that more of the protected swamp would be protected from trespassers.

Definition of expansion: ________________________________

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

A van at the hotel **transports** guests to and from the airport.

Definition of transports: ________________________________

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

In order to establish an **environment** of trust in our classroom, we need to show respect for each other.

Definition of environment: ________________________________

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

Due to the huge demand, tickets will be **allocated** using a lottery system.

Definition of allocated: ________________________________

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?
Read each sentence and determine the meaning of the word using cross sentence clues. Explain what clues helped you work out the meaning of the word.

**Expansion** of the outer fence meant that more of the protected swamp would be protected from trespassers.

Definition of expansion: something made larger by being expanded

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?
They are making the swamp larger to protect more of the wildlife

A van at the hotel **transports** guests to and from the airport.

Definition of transports: to carry from one place to another

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?
The van moves guests from one spot - the hotel - to another - the airport

In order to establish an **environment** of trust in our classroom, we need to show respect for each other.

Definition of environment: the things and conditions that are all around one

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?
By showing respect (considerate) to one another, all students will create the conditions for trust in the classroom

Due to the huge demand, tickets will be **allocated** using a lottery system.

Definition of allocated: assigned or set aside

What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?
The lottery system is one way you can use to assign tickets to people